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ENGLISH 

 Read two small books in your vacations and write names of your favorite characters 

in them with one line description why you like them.  

 Find as many nouns as you can in your TV room and write them on a sheet. 

 Try a recipe of(Fruit Salad), Pealing cutting and Mixing. 

 Find at least 5 opposites in kitchen and draw their pictures too. (dry/ wet, 

blunt/sharp, heavy/light etc.  

 Watch a video on National things of Pakistan 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ScDaXhwfWHo. And 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1vgRe0iVuyQ (under adult supervision) 

 Practice Writing Aa to Zz on loose sheets once a week.   

 

MATHEMATICS 

 Write counting 1 –  150.  

 Revise backward counting 20 – 0.  

 Make a clock with the a chart paper and practice time (o’ clock)   

 Watch a video on the concept of ’even n odd’ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KEw2E1gG8Ak 

 Revise spellings of “ty” numbers (twenty, thirty, forty --- ninety) 

 Make orange/ carrot juice and calculate how many oranges/ carrots, how much sugar 

is used to make two glasses of fresh juice and write it in your recipe book. . 

SCIENCE 

 Plant any seed in a pot and write down its observation daily for 2 weeks. 

 Paste 10 different types of materials on a chart paper. (fabric, plastic, paper etc) 

and write how do they feel (soft, hard)   

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ScDaXhwfWHo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1vgRe0iVuyQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KEw2E1gG8Ak


ISLAMIAT 

 Make a DUA booklet and attach all the dua’s which you have learnt in the class and 

decorate it nicely. 

 Make sure you offer five prayers daily and stay in wudu all the time. 

 

 

URDU 

،رگےج،رہق،رہش،وہش،وچرا،وطاط،وجات،اصف ۔وجڑ /وتڑ : اگےت ،اخےص   

 م۔
ُ

و ر ج،ٹ ا ٹ، ن ا ش ت ا،پ ا ت ا،ک ا ٹ،ب چ،ُچ پ،ت  وتڑ/وجڑ: چ ا ل،ح ا ض ر ،س 

 دونں ےک انم ںیھکل۔

 

Note: All the work to be done on loose sheets. 

 

 

 


